Press Release

Metal Production with a network of 100+ subcontractors in the Baltic Region aims to help
startups in global challenges facing the blue industry.
Seagriculture Conference is going to the USA for the first time together with innovative
engineering companies from Europe. Metal Production, Seagriculture’s Gold Sponsor at the
same time Sponsor of Investing in Seaweed Session, is a contract development and
manufacturing organization (CDMO) strong in designing, modeling, and producing nonstandard upstream, midstream, downstream equipment for aquafarming, marine, and
offshore industries.
Metal Production is a coordinator of the Rocket cluster and has a network of 100+
subcontractors in the Baltic Region. They aim to gather key engineering companies and
investors (owners-partners) to help startups with expertise in global challenges facing the
blue industry in recruiting water and oceans.
Mechanical engineering at Metal Production UAB focuses both on creating innovative and
non-standard systems, as well as on the generation and distribution of sustainable footprint.
In both these areas, Metal Production applies common mechanical engineering principles to
find the most practical and sustainable design approaches. They design systems and
equipment for marine, offshore, seaweed, aquaculture and industrial sectors.
To further escalate the development of the seaweed industry, Metal Production and their
partners preparing for a venture capital launch and looking for lead investors, total
estimation of the fund - is 18 million Euros. The funding will be dedicated to the global goal recruiting oceans, waters, and pollutants such as CO2, phosphate, and nitrates as substrate
for cultivating new and unique biomass that can serve feed, food, pharma, medicine, and
industry sectors. They plan to invest in 12 start-ups oriented to sustainable hardware and
cutting-edge technological solutions for the seaweed industry. They are looking forward to
successful corporations.
Today Metal Production UAB and PurSea AS developing the first industrial-grade seaweed
freezer in a transportable container and looking for seaweed farmers who are interested in
this equipment.
Within Seagriculture USA Conference Program, all the delegates will have opportunity to
communicate with Metal Production’s team members during Trade Show and multiple
coffee breaks.
More information about Seagriculture USA and Metal Production can be found on
https://seagriculture-usa.com/ and https://metalproduction.lt/
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